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Gerald Ford

ToSpealc On Campus
Former President Gerald R.
Ford will speak at the first
Remmers Special Lecture to be
held at the Universitv of
Missouri -Rolla. 8 p.m .. Thursday. March 29. Gale Bullman
Muiti-Purpose Building.
Some 4,500 to 5,000 seats at
the lecture have been reserved
for UMR students. faculty and
staff. There will be about 1.000
nonreserved seats availabte to
the general public on the night
of the lecture. Doors open at
7:30 p_m . There is no admission
charge.
Tickets for admission to the
Remmers Lecture. featuring
former President Gerald R.

Ford. will be availabte as
follows: Two tickets per l.D . for
students. facultv and staff. to be
picked up in person I no phone
reservations) in the program
office. University Center West ,
9:30a.m. to 11 :30am. Monday
through
Friday . beginning
Monday. March 19. while the
tickets last. Between 4.500 and
5.000 tickets will be available
for reserved seating sections.
Another_ 1.000 seats will be
available on a first come. first
seated basis for students.
facultv and staff who didn 't
obtain reserved seating tickets.
and to the general public.
This is the first of a series of

Food Service Bids
Bids to provide contract food
service for the University of
Missouri-Rolla were opened
Thursday, March 1, at, the
General Services Building on
campus.
The bids were submitted by
nine companies in the following
food
categories:
attended
service, board contract
academic and summer terms;
attended food service, cash
sales,
commission
and
guarantee; and open dining
food service, commission and

guarantee_
No one company had the low
bid in all categories.
Decision as to whether or not
a contract for food service will
be awarded to one oi the bidding
companies will be made after
careful analysis of all bids and
companies.
Based on this analysis, Rolla
campus and univerSity-wide
administrators will make a
recommendation to the Board
of Curators at its next meeting
March 23.

ABS Celebrates
Black Culture Week
By RENEE MILLER
Starting this Sunday, March
25, the University of MissouriRolla will be celebrating Black
Culture Week. ·This annual
the
event,
sponsored
by
Association for Black Students
' A.B_S.I, recognizes the accomplishments
and
advancement of blacks through
history. This week also signifies

the strength and prtde of the
members of the A.B.S.
The first Black Culture Week
in UMR history was in April of
1971. This was shortly after the
biggest phase of the civil rights
movement
and
the
true
emancipation. This first Black
Culture Week was such a
success that it is now an annual
event. This ' year's celebration
promises to be the best ever.

Monday: March 26 - Gospel Night, The Smoot Family
at St. Pat's Ballroom. at 7:30 p.m.
.
Tuesday: March 27 - Art Show & Lecture by Vernon
Smith- The Hobnail at Sf. Pat's Ballroom at 7: 30 p.m.
Wednesday: March 28 - Presentation by the Lincoln
University Stage Crafters at St. Pat's Ballroom.
Thursday: March 24 - Talent Show at St. Pat's
Ballroom at 7: 30 p.m.
Friday: March 30- Movie- Which Way Is Up, at M.E.
Auditorium at 7: 00 p.m. Casino Night in the Manor Inn
Ballroom. 9: 30 p.m. Afterwards a party- Campus Club at
12: 00.
Sat: March 31- Banquet & Fashion Show at Manor Inn
Ballroom. 3 p.m. Ball (semi-formal) at Manor Inn 9-12

special events on the UMR
campus featuring outstanding
individuals in the areas of arts,
music, humanities, domestic
and foreign affairs. science.
education.
philosoph y
and
theology . The series is sup·
ported by income from the
Remmers Spe.c ial Lecturer·
Artist Fund . Principal donor to
the fund is Walter E. Remmers,
distinguished alumnus of JM R.
who has received four degrees
from this institution.
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st. Pat's Photos
On Page 10, '
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John Farrell, a member of the UMR Cycle Club,
makes ~ood use of the start of spring weather.

ASUM Fails

Stuco Referendum Results

The Student Council, on an overall campus opinion .
March 6th and 7th, ran a Referendums
were
also
referendum on campus with a distributed in all the living units
major emphasis on the con- . for there response.
troversial
question
about
The Council would like to
ASUM. Tables were set up in thank the people that supported
both the University Center and the referendums through out
library in an attempt to solicite the school year and especially

on this last referendum which
received a 34 percent response.
To put this in comparison with
other campuses, the average
response for all campuses is
about 10 percent. The results
for -the Spring 1979 referendum
are as follows:

Shall the UMR sludent activity iee be increased to include Ihe iollowing allocation :
Associated Students oi the University oi Missouri I ASU M 1... $1 per semester '
21 No-51 .3 percent
NR-3 .9 percent
t 1 Y ES-44 .Upercent
Do you ieel you have sufficient iniorm ation concerning ASUM to make a responsible
decision concerning them?
21 No-37 .9 percent
NR-.6 percent
t 1 Yes-61.6 percent
Are you aware that there is a iaculty eva lu atIOn to be conducted on campus this sp rin g?
II Yes-52 .6 percent
21 No-47 .0 percent
NK-.9 percent
tr so. do you ieel that all iaculty members shou ld be required to participate in a University
wide iaculty eva luation '
II Yes-85 .2 percent
21 No-tO.1 percent
NR-4 .7 percent
Do you leel that the students would respond in a responsible manner so that the results oi the
evaluation could be used as a good re v I ~ w or analYSIS oi the instructor 's errectiveness ?
21 No-II.O percent
N R-2.7 percent
t 1 Yes-86 2 percent
Do you ieel that the AP O book store was run eiiic iently ?
21 No-tO.3 percent
NR -IO. t percent
t IsYes-79 .6 percent
Are you aware APO held a dancethon thi S pa st i all semester '
21 No-37 .9percenl
NR -.9percent
t 1 Yes-61.3 perc"nt
Do you think you would support the APO dancethon Ii it was held on campus '
II Yes-51.9 percent
21 No-34.2 percent
NR-4.8 percent
Are you aware APO is holding a walkalhon on th e 1st oi April'
t 1 Yes-28.4 percent
21 No-70.7spercent
NR- .9 percent
Are you aware APO sponsors a traveling trophy to the campus organization that raises the
most money In the walkathon ?
I I Yes-t8.6 percent
21 No-80.5 percent
NR- .9 percent
Are you aware Student Council sponsors a semeste r summary at the end oi each semester'
II Yes-27 .8 percent
21 NJ-71.4 percent
NR- .8 percent
Are you aware that th e semester summary is a mini-review oi .. course to help students in
studying ior the final '
t 1 Yes-31.0 percent
21 No-68.3 percent
NR -.8 percent
For what length oi time woutd you -reler to see the semester summary sessions l ast?
lit hr-t6 .4 percent 21 1', hrs- 29.7 percent 312 hrs-42.8 percent
NR-II.O percent
For which of the iollowing courses would you like to see a semester summary conducted ?
I Mark ones you would like to see 1
Math 21-22.1 percent
Comp Sci 73-26.9 percent
Statics-23 .2 percent
Math U-20.Upercent
Dynamics-23 .7 percent
Mech . of Math-21.0 percent
All of them-28.9 percent
Math 22-19.3 percent
PhrslfS 23-266 gmen!

APO March of DimesSuperwalk '79 April J sf:
SponsorSheetsatCandy Counter

Schedule of Events
Thursday
ATl'ENTION GIRLS
There will be a Rugger Hugger meeting, March 22 at 6: 00
at P hi Kappa Theta Fraternity . RURRer HURRers assist the
rugby team in putting on the SMIIRT Tourney on March 3()'
April 1st. There will also be another meeting March 27th at
6:30 at TK E. Any questions, contact Steve Warger, 364·9885.
Benefits include free SMIIRT shirt, admission to rugby
parties, and others.
GEOLOGY SEIlINAR
Bruce Doe, United States Geological Survey, will conduct a
geology seminar Thursday, March 22, 3:30 p.m., Room 305,
Norwood Hall . His topic Is "Origins of Southeast Missouri
Ores Reconsidered."
IK
There will be a meeling of the Intercollegiate Knights,
Marcb 22 at 7:00p.m. In Rm. 117 C.E . Be there !
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUIl
Professor Marilyn Stockton, Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N.H., will speak at a physics colloquium Thursday, March 22,
4 p.m., Physics 104. Her topic Is " Investigation of Plasma
Pa r ameter~
In Pulsed Atmospheric-Pressure Gas
Discharges." Coffee will be available at 3: 40 p.m.
SIGIIA TAU GAIlIlA BEER-BUST
SI. Pat's 1979 isn't over yet! Help Sig Tau celebrate the
winning of the '79 SI. Pat's Participation Trophy by participating in an all-schoot beer-bust Thursday , March 22 .
Starting at 9:00 p.m., at the Sig Tau house on Fraternity
Drive, the Spirit of SI. Pat's t979 will make a final appearance at UMR. All students are invited to bid larewell and
shed a tear into a mug 01 their lavorite brew I which, 01
ccurse, is Iree) . This is your last excuse to get gorged on
green, so don't miss it !!
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
J .B. Stephenson, research chemist , Rolla Metallurgy
Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, will present a
physics colloquium Thursday , March 29, 4 p.m ., Physics 1M.
His subject is " Chemical Vapor Deposition 01 Wear and
Corrosion Resistant Coatings." Collee will be served at 3:40
p.m.
TICKETS FOR REMMERS LECTURE
Tickets for admission to the Remmers Lecture , leaturing
former President Gerald R. Ford, will be available as
follows: Two tickets per 1.0. lor students, laculty and stall,
to be picked up in person Ino phone reservations ) in the
program office, University Center West, 9:30 a .m. to 11 :30
a.m., Monday through Friday, beginning Monday , March 19,
while the tickets lasl. Between 4,500 and 5,000 tickets will be
available lor reserved seating sections. Anothe r 1,000 seats
will be available on a fi rst come, fi rst seated basis lor
students, laculty and stall who didn 't obta in reserved sea ting
tickets, and to the general public. The lecture is Thursday ,
March 29, 8 p.m. in the Gale 'B ullm an Mult i-Purpose
Building.
OZARK RIVERS AUDUBON SOCIETY
Slides of the birds 01 Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands by
wildlife photographer Walt Liddell will be show n at the next
meeting 01 the Ozark Rivers Audubon Society at 7:30 p.m.,
Thursday , March 22 in 216 Mathematics-Computer Science
building on the University 01 Missouri-Rolla ca mpus . The
general public is invited to attend .
Mr. Liddell, who graduated Irom the Missouri School 01
Mines tUM R ) in 1947 in Civil Engineering, will also be happy
to discuss the lechniques and equipment wh ich he uses in
wildlile photogra phy .
M-CLUB
There will be an M-Club meeting tonight at 7:00 in the
Mechanical Engineering Bldg ., Room 121.

Film Series:
THE CLOCKMAKER
Thursday ME Auditorium
A non-cred it course enlilied "Fourteen Grea t Films" will
be olfered this spring on Thursday evenings, 7:30 p.m., in
Miles Auditorium 01 the Mechanical Engineering Building.
Those attendi ng view the films; then participate in a
discussion lollowing the movie. The course is open to the
public. Fee is $10 per person lor the series. or $2 per person
lor individua llilms.
Mar. 22 - "The Clockmaker" directed by Bertrand
Tavernier. A moving story 01, a lather's attempt to
understand his son .

Friday
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Donald B. Owen. prolessor 01 stalistics at Southern
Melhodist University. Dallas. Texas, will speak al a
mathematics colloquium Friday , March 23. 3:45 p.m.,
Mathematics-Computer Science 209 . Hi s lopic is
"Tech niq ues lor Screening to Meel Preassigned
Specifications." Relreshments will be avaIl abl e at 3: 30 p m
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WESLEY
On March 28 at 6:00 p.m., Gordon Lewis and Clayton Smith
will give a presentation entitled " Christian View 01 Suicide,"
at the Wesley Foundation, corner 01 81h and Main .

Saturday ·
SUB
The Student Union Board is sponsoring a lIoat trip on the
scenic Current Rive r on Saturday , March 31. The lIoat will
run Irom Akers Ferry to Pulltite Campground . Come over to
the On-the-Loose Building at T-9 on State SI. lor more inio.
and to sign up.
ASIIETOUR
The American SOCiety 01 Mechanical Engineers is sponsorang a tour 01 the Union Electric Power Plant in Labadie
Missour i. The tour will be held on Saturday, March 31. A
university bus will be leaving parking lot No. I t next to
Parker Hall) at 8:30 a .m. and returning at 2: 30 p.m. Sign-up
Is in Dr. Lee's office, room 226 ME Building; by Friday,
March 23. A $2 .00 deposit Is required and ASME members
will be relunded. There is a limit to the number 01 people who
can attend and Union Electric will Drovide lunch .
.
RUGBY
There WIll be a rugby game al I :30 at Lions Club Park this
Sunday against SEMO.

Sunday

ASME MEETING
The American Society 01 Mechanical Engineers will hold a
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, March 2t, 1979. The guest
speaker will be Mr. Tom Brown 01 Halliburton Industries.
The topic 01 discussion will be on " The Challenge to
Mechanical Engineers in Energy Related Industries ." The
meeting will be held in the Mechanical Engineering
Auditorium . Everyone is invited and refreshments will be
served after the meeting. Membership will also be taken .
UIIR PISTOL CLUB
Have you been looking lor something new and exciting to
do on Wednesday or Thursday nights' Well look no more, the
answer Is here. Check out the UMR Pistol Club and see how
much lun it can be to shoot .22 caliber pistols. No equipment
or experience necessary . The club will provide everything
you need .
Faculty, stall, and students, both male and lemale, are
welcome. So don't be alraid, come on by and Join us.
Meetings are 0n Wednesday and Thursdays Irom 6:30 'III
you've had ~:.ough , and are held in the basement 01 the ROTC
building lbetween Electrical Engineering and the UMR
Library) .

SUB
Sunday afternoon, April I, there will be a kite tlying contest
at Lions Club Park . Prizes will be awarded for highest tlying,
best deSign, and the most bizarre design . This contest is free
to all UMR students.

Monday
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr. Louis Biolsi, associate prolessor 01 chemistry, will
conduct a chemistry seminar Monday, March 26, 4:30 p.m.,
Chemistry-Chemical Engineering 125. His topic is "Intermolecular Potentials and Transport Properties."
Relreshments are available at 4 p.m.

Tuesday
CIRCLEK
Meeting Tuesday, March 20 at 7: 30 at Sigm a Nu , 1007 Main
SI. All members are urged to attend . The guest speaker will
be Cha ncellor Marchello .
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Org meets at 6:30 each
Tuesday even ing in the church building on the SE corner of
7th and State Streets . Everyone is invi ted to our hall-hour
meetings in which we share thoughts and experiences 01
Christian Science apply ing to student Iile. This spring,
several short 16mm movies will be shown at the meetings
that depict dillerent applications of Christian Science . Please
reel welcome to attend our weekly meeting.
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
J ack T. Garrett, manager, Industrial Hygie ne and
Pollution Abatement, Monsanto Co., will conduct an
engineering management seminar Tuesday, Marc h 27, II :05
a. m. to 12: 15 p.m., Harris Hall 305. He will discuss the impact
01OSHA regulations on operations at Monsanto. The public is
invited to attend .
ANALYTICAL X-RAY SAFETY FILM
The UM R health physics olfice slall will presenl a 30minute film entitled "A Double Edged Sword " along wilh a
3(). minute presentation on " Haza rds and Sa le Use 01
Analytical X-Ray Machines" on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 27 and 28. Each 01 the hour-lon g progr ams will be held
in Room 203 01 the Wilson Library and wi ll beg in at 3 p.m.
Interested persons are invited to attend either 01 th e two
sessions.

NoDay
MINER OF THE MONTH
Applications lor March may be picked up athe Ca ndy '
Counter. Applications should be I'eturne.a 10 tllUeKey, Sluaenl
Personnel or the Candy Counter by April t6th . 11 you have
any questions contact Pat Thompson . at 364-4841. Chapter
President, Alumni Secretary.
MA TBEIIATICS COLLOQUIUMS
The mathematics department will presenl three
colloquiums during the next week . The lectures will begin at
3:45 p.m., in Mathematics-Computer Science 209 and relreshments will be available at 3:30 p.m.
Monday , March 26, Paul Eloe, gradu ate student, will
discuss "Dillerential Inequalities and k-Point Boundary
Value Problems ."
Tuesday , March 27, Dav id Goecke. gradu ate student at the
Universitv 01 Oklahoma, will lecture on " Third Order
Singular Perturbations ."
Wednesday, March 28, Dr. Caslav Stanojev ic. prolessor of
mathematics, will discuss " Harmonic Properties of Norms
and Integral Analogues to the Parallelogram Law ."
PLACEMENT BULLETIN
Please remember to rill out the " pl ant trip" and " oller
lorm s" in the Placement Olfice .
There are still severa l people not reg istered at the
Placement Olfice - you are being taken olf the interviewing
sheets !
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Come by and pick up a F RE E copy 01 " The Christian
Science Monitor," an award winning dai ly newspaper that
objectively covers the national and interna tiona l news lor the
world, at our table nea r the hockey puck on campus . Those
interested may inquire aboul the UMR Chr istian Science
Org 's pu rpose and obtain other free related litera lu re .
EIT REVIEW SESSIONS
Once again members 01 the faculty have volunteered their
serv ices 10 rev iew various areas covered in the Engineer in
Training IE IT I Examin ation to be given Saturd ay, April 7.
Sess ions are held from 710 10 p.m. as lollows :
Tues., Ma rch 20, ME Aud ., Elect rica l Ci rcuit s and EE P rof. Na u
Thurs., Ma rch 22, CE Aud ., En gi nee ring Econ. - Prof.
Bayless
Tues., March 27. ME Aud., Flu id Mechani cs and C.E. Dr. Stevens
Thurs., Ma rch 29, CE Aud ., Statics and Dy namics - Dr.
Hornsey
Tues ., April 3, ME Aud ., Hea t Powe r and ME - Dr. Sa uer
Wed., Apr il4 , ME Aud " Strength 01Ma teri a ls - Dr. Pa rry
Thurs ., Ap nl 5, CE Aud ., Ma thematics - Or. Ker n

GEOLOGY SEMINAR
Dr . Donald T. Secor J r ., chai rm an and associale
prolessor, department of geology, University 01 South
Carolina, will conduct a geology sem inar al the
University of Missouri-Rolla at 3:30 p.m., Tuesday .
March 27, Room 305, Norwood Ha ll . Title 01 the seminar
T he UMR cha pter of Ta u Be ta
is "Model lor Developmenl of Na tural Hydraulic Pi , the natio na l eng ineeri ng
Fractures - Implications lor Hydroca rbon Migratio n honor society, w ill
hold a
and Accum ulation ."
wor k day on Sa turday , Ma r ch
31 , fro m 8:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m .
The day's activ ities are to raise
money for the cha pte r 's fr eshm a n scho la r s hip lund .
On Ma r c h 31, wo r k c rews w ill
AICbE MEETING
The UMR stude nt chapter 01 Ihe Amen ca n Ins tll ule be ava il a ble to a nyo ne lor
01 Chemica l Engineers wi ll meet on Wednesday , March wh atever job they wa nt done , a t
28 at 7:00 p.m. in room G-6 01 the Chem.·Chem. 1' . whatever pr ice they wish to
building. The speaker will be a representative from
pay . This is a go lden opSyntex Corporation .
po rtunit y to put a n e nd to those
odd jobs yo u ne ve r seem to get
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR
a r oun d to .
" Design and Operation of Ve ry Large Blast Fur·
To secu re a work crew be lo re
naces" is the topiC 01 a metallurgIcal engineenng
se minar Wednesday. March 28. 4 pm " t03 Wilson March 31. ca ll Ted Wood at 34 1Library . Speaker is Merle Schmidt. general manager. 4940 between 6 a nd 10 p .m ., o r
Stee l Production Practices. Bethlehem Slee l Corp on wo r k day, Ma rch 31. ca ll 34 1Coffee and doughnuts wi ll be available at 3:45 pm 4524 . All pa r tici pati ng wi ll be
welcomed a nd app rec laled .
Everyonr IS welcome to att end

Tau Beta Pi

Workda y

Wednesday
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Photography
Course OHered
SOURCE:OPI
An eight week non-credit
course
in
elementary
photography will be offered at
the University of MissouriRolla March 27 through May 15.
Designed for those who want
to learn how to take better
pictures and improve their
visual awareness, the instruction
will
emphasize
learning techniques to make
better use of the camera . Topics
covered includt camera handling, lighting, composition,
exposure, processing, mounting
and editing. Two fields trips are
planned as part of the course .
Classes for the course will be
held on Tuesday evenings, from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m., In Room G-9
of
the
Humanities-Social
Sciences Building on campus .
The course is an extension

activity of the UMR humanities
department. Instructor is Ernie
Gutierrez, photographer for the
office of public information .
Gutierrez earned a certificate
in commercial photography
from the New York Institute of
Photography residence school.
He has been a commerical.
industrial and public relations
photographer for more than 20
years.
Fee for the course is $65 per
person and covers instruction.
lab fees and handouts. Students
are expected to furnish their
own
camera
and
all
photographic materials.
For further information or to
register in the course, write or
call : Frank Haston, UMR
Extension, 203 Rolla Building,
University of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla, Mo. 65401 (phone : 314341-4204),

The Jazz Ensemble "struck up the band" last Tuesday, March 13 to perform for all
available listeners.
( Photo by Struttman)

A Talk With Dr. Sparlin

News

.-'

MoreOnPhysics
Lab Problems

NationwideByPAUL'IlRAUN

could also be included in the
article. So the following is a
Two weeks ago in the edition summary of the conversation I
of the Missouri Miner, there had with Dr. Sparlin.
was an article about physics
Before I begin, there are two
labs. In this article, I had ex- pOints which I should make
cerpts from my conversations about the interview with Dr.
Responsibilities
include with Dr. Charles E. McFarland, Sparlin. The first is that I asked
planning, developing, super- Associate Professor of Physics him many of the same questions
vising and coordinating student and the man in charge of first that I had previously asked Dr.
services offered by the campus. semester physics labs (both McFarland and of those which
The office integrates into the Physics 22 :lnd Physics 23 labs) were the same. they were
mission of the University, for and Dr. John T. Park. Chair- phrased in EXACTL Y the same
the
purpose
of
studenl man of the UMR Physics words to both professors. Two,
development, such functions as Department. In order to be the interview was held before
counseling, career development completely fair to all parties last week's edition of the Miner
and placement, testing, stUdent involved, I also decided to talk was available, so he had very
government and organizations, to Dr. Donald M. Sparlin, little idea what kind of
student center programs, and Assistant Professor of Physics questions I was going to ask him
student financial aid.
and the man in charge of second (the same was true for Dr.
Dr. Lyle Pursell, professor of semester physics labs (Physics McFarland), although he did
mathematics, is chairman of 24 labs and Physics 26), about know someone from the Miner
the Dean of Students Search the physics labs. Unfortunately, was going to talk to him CDr.
Committee. The
projected due to circumstances beyond McFarland had no warning at
effective date for filling the my control, I was unable to talk all) .
position is July I.
to Dr. Sparlin, so his views
The first question I asked Dr.
Sparlin was why they don't
shorten the experiments so
more students finish them in the
lab period. He replied, "We find
that. on the average, the
students do get through ... (but)
this is a problem because we
are limited to a two hour time
span." But then he qualified his
response ,
saying.
" Most
Klingenberg
from
William students who do not read the lab
Harper Community College in manual, who do not go and seek
By MIKE BUEL
Chicago to manage the new out their TA during his office
Last fall Chancellor Mar· bookstore. Mr. Klingenberg hours which are for the purpose
chello approved the open ing for arrived Tuesday, March 6 and of (him) explaining what the
already
begun
the lab is about, do not get
a university bookstore. The has
final proposal was set to establishment of the bookstore. through. "
He
will
have
the
full
responremodel the snack bar into a
. He went on to say that the
in
the sibility to hire employees and amount of preparation the
bookstore
located
design
and
layout
the
complete
University Center West.
average student does usually
According to Jess Zink. bookstore.
depends on the major of the
In
a
recent
interview
with
Director of Auxiliary En·
student. Sparlin continued,
the
university Mr. Klingenberg he quoted that " CE's and ME 's say first
terprises,
has
set
a
goal
to
the
bookstore
bookstore will give better
semester physics lab is a lot
availability of books and sup- open June I, 1979 with modified better than second semester
plies to the students here at services for SlJrn'mer students. because second semester is full
UMR . The bookstore will By August the bookstore will of electricity, which they don 't
provide the best of service in pr ovide a full line of service to understand and FEAR and
order that the students on the campus . Klingenberg went didn't choose as a career, and
campus can override the big on to say that as the bookstore right away I'm in trouble trying
problem of long delays in ob- developes he would like to invite to reach them ." He continued
tain ing their books. Zink went all the students to stop by and saying that, on the other hand,
on to say that. the bookstore will take part in the new establish- the EE 's think that they are
be very efficient in serving the ment. With suggestions and going to be " hot stuff" in second
needs of the student during ideas, the students could make semester lab. (He even went so
their courses each semester.
the universities bookstore a
(continued on pg. 4)
has
hired
Dan great asset to UMR.
UMR

Dean Search Begun
SOURCE:OPI

...

The University of MissouriRolla has announced that it will
conduct a nationwide search for
the position of dean of
students. Applications and
nominations will be accepted
until April 15.
The position is open as a
result of a general reassignment of administrative duties
on the UMR campus. Former
dean of students, Paul Ponder,
now holds the position of
registrar.
UMR has an enrollment of
more than 5.000 students - 60
percent in engineering and 40

percent in sciences and liberal
arts.
Qualifications for the dean of
students position include an
earned doctorate, and successful experience at a fouryear college or university in
student -related services or an
academic
diSCipline.
Administrative experience
is
desirable but not essential.
Candidates should be able to
show a high level of interest in,
and understanding of, student
relations.
The dean of students at UMR
reports to the provost and is
responsible for all aspects of
student
life
on
campus.
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Trend In Carnpus Politics: "Joke Sla·tes"
By JEFF GORDON
Campus Digest News Service

president vowed to make a joke

If you want to cut through
student apathy towards campus
politics. the solution may be the
bizarre.
At some of the largest state
universities in the country.
unusual student government
slates have won big victories.
The most notable example is at
the University of Wisconsin.
where candidates for student
body president and vice-

and they did.
The students quickly began
wasting and spending foolishly
all the money they could get
their hands on. They vowed to
fill the football stadium with
water and hold mock naval
battles.
The University of Wisconsin
administration,
obviously
concerned, has put extra
security
on
the
football
stadium .

(cont. from pg. 3)

.1

far as to pOint out that the new
lab manuals say to the students.
quoting Dr. Sparlin, " Go get
' yourself an EE for a lab partner
if you want to get through this
course ... " Actually, the proper
quote from the manual is, "If
you find an EE who is able to
whip
through
these
experiments and carry you along.
you can expect to learn little,
but be greatly bored.")
Dr. Sparlin went on to say
that he has a problem because
he has a person who has never
done anything with electricity
on one stool, and right next to
him. there is an EE who thinks
he knows just about everything
there is to know about second
semester physics. He said
somehow he was supposed to
make them both feel fulfilled.
although it is an impossible
task. " So I chose to serve those
who need it the most. The lab is
an experience. It has intrinsic
value to hook up the voltmeter,
'My God, look. the needle went
the right direction. I did it
right' ... 'I have actually done
it· .. .'1 did it myself!' That is the
bottom line in the lab, to do
something they haven·t done
before .. .They need that lab,
they need that experience."
Finally. he admitted that the
- J ab is probably a little boring
for EE·s.
The next question I asked Dr.
was,
" Do
you
Sparlin
HONESTL Y think that the
average UMR student learns
anything useful in physics
lab?" He replied, "Yea, I think
they do. I have already addressed the people who have
never before tested anything
electricaL I think that this lab
takes away some of the terror.
They did not get KILLED! They
did hook up wires and things did
work, on occas ion."
After this. Dr. Sparlin talked
awhile about the student's
understanding of the lab experiments. He started off by
saying that the Monday sections
of lab always have a hard time
understanding the experiment
but. as the week progresses, the
student's understanding of the
lab mysteriously increases. He
referred to this as "the Monday
through Friday exponential rise
in student understanding" and
couldn't explain it because all of
the students do exactly the
same lab every week . (Actually, I think he was being
sarcastic because he mentioned
the cause which is students
talking to other students who
have done the lab earlier in the
week.) He went on to say that
another problem with second
semester lab is the fact that the
lab lIlanuill is being completely
rewritten this semester. This is
causing problems because no
olle is oom'l~ 8tlJ'e 01 !ltow
Tong a 'ra~ Willsttu·stJ.y ·take all./!
it also takes awhile to work all

out

(If

<'",lent I!ovf'rnment -

of the bugs out of the experiment. Sparlin commented
on the new manual. which he is
writing, when he said. "You
have to read the old manual to
appreciate this manual (the
rewritten one) ." Finally he said
no matter how I revise a lab, "I
can't write a lab every single
person will finish," so he is
satisfied when a large majority
of them finish in two hours.
The next question I asked
Professor Sparlin was. "Were
you aware that the average
student considers physics lab as
'one of the most worthless
courses' he takes in college? Do
you have any comment on this
subject? He responded, " No, i
wasn 't aware of that ... it is very
interesting . In
their
lab
manuals it says come to my
office and talk to me at any
time. Upstairs (on the second
floor of the Physics building by
the lab rooms) there is a
suggestion box. I have received
three
suggestions
this
semester, two were obscene."
(If anyone has anything to say
to Dr. Sparlin about physics
labs, I'm positive he would like
to hear from you. Don't be
afraid to go in to talk to him, he
is willing to hear your side of
the story.>
After this I asked Dr. Sparlin

The students used their
government money to build a
large Statue of Liberty, which
had to be torn down when the
snow and ice melted on campus .
Administrators can do little to
tell the students how to spend
the student government budget,
because students fund the
government
themselves
through fees.
The latest "joke" slate to win
was at the University of
Missouri.
Garth
Bare,
a
sophomore
engineering

student, formed the "Birthday
Party" slate and won the
student body president election
with a record number of votes .
Bare, too. promised mock
naval battles
plus he
promised :
To request the University to
change its name to the
University of · Rhode Island in
order to make all the students
feel that they go to a prestigious
Eastern school.
To buy the Goodyear blimp
and' float it over the football

about the reason for the evening
labs . He said that it is simply
that there is not enou2h room to
accommodate everyone during
the day . Then he added, "Next
year there is going to be
Saturday labs ... (but> don't kid
yourseH, nobody in here wants
them , we don't have a Single bit
of choice about it.. .there are 150
more students to take Physics
than there are now ." He continued, "Bu t no one has said
that Saturday is not a class day .
In 1968 when I came here, the
first thing I had were TuesdayThursday-Saturday
classes.
Fr.a nkly, it is a lot better for
learning. than is the TuesdayThursday class an hour-and-ahaH long. Those are a drag. on
the teacher and the student."
The final thing I asked Dr.
Sparlin about was the honors
lab. He explained, "The honors
lab is for people who feel constrained by the two hours. It
started off when I had students
in my lecture classes and they
s~id, 'Dr. Sparlin, we only get to
go to lab every other week in
Physics 24. We don't get to do
all the labs. I feel that I am
missing someting.' These being
students who felt that lab had
redeeming social value." So
three semesters ago, Dr. Sparlin started teaching the Wednesday night section of second

semester lab along with the
regular TA. In this lab, they do
the normal phYSics lab, but
have two hours just to get the
data and to derive the formulas.
(According to Dr. Sparlin, these
students are not "plug and
chug" students and WANT to
know where the formulas come
from.) Then they go home or
possibly go to the library, to do
research on why the lab turned
out the way it did. Finally,
figuring out why the lab did
what it did, the students turn in
their labs on Friday by 5: 00
p.m.
Overall. Dr. Sparlin was very
excited about second semester
physics labs. One of the main
reasons. is the fact that the
department is receiving new
funding to purchase new and
better eqUipment for the
students to perform the lab.
Another is the newly revised lab
manual which should help to
improve the average student's
understanding
of
second
semester physics lab.

stadium to add shade to the
student section.
To turn the main campus
quadrangle into a skating rink
in the winter and an astroturf
playing field in the summer.
To paint the inside of the
administration building black.
To request that all red lights
in town be permanently made
green to enhance traffic flow.
While a "joke" slate at
another university converted
all the student government
money to pennies and dumped it
in the administration building.
Bare felt that idea was too
dangerous - students would
fight over the pennies in a freefor-all .
"joke
slates"
at
The
Wisconsin and at the University
of Texas seem to want to end
student
government
completely, because no students
cared about it. At those two
schools. student government
has been virtually ruined .
But Bare wants to improve
student government, not ruin it.
He cashed in on the crazy and
zany fever on college campuses
today for a positive end. the end
of student apathy towards
student pOlitics. He doesn·t
seem serious about his campaign promises.
The day after his easy victory, Bare saw the NBC News
report on the havoc caused by
the University of Wisconsin
joke slate.
"Those guys are crazy ," Bare
said. "I would never go as far as
they did," he said almost in
disbelief as NBC cameras
panned the Wisconsin Statue of
Liberty.
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805 Pine Rolla, Mo.
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Physics Lab Option
Starting last Monday, March
19th, TA 's in Physics 24 labs and
Physic 26 have been given the
option of allowing their students
to turn in their lab reports on
the day alter their lab session.
According to Dr. Donald
Sparlin, the person in charge of
second semester labs, the
reason for this charge is that
the honors lab has shown that
students are willing to spend
more time tilling out the reports
and Dr. Sparlin suspects that

regular lab students will also be
willing to do the same, in order
to gain a better understanding
of the material.
By making this change, it will
allow the students to take a full
two hours to take data lor the
experiment and to discuss the
results with their TA . Also, the
student will have some time to
think about the experiment
before answering the questions
and writing the conclusion to
the report.
So far, this new procedure

----....
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Finally, A Break!

By PAGL BRAUN

Page 5

seems to be very success ful. Ur.
Sparlin indicated that the
student s are taking their time
gathering data and there has
been alot less grumbling during
the lab sessions. According to
the labs already turned in, the
reports
are much better
because they have full sets of
data and complete conclusions .
Sparlin went on to say that this
is only an option for the TA's,
BUT if enough students in a
particular section demand this
option from their TA, they will
get it.
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Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
Including

CHALLENGEACCEPTANC~

In thinking about your challenge, and pulling our muscle together. We the pledges of Chi
Epsilon announce that we, the young and vivacious Civil Engineers, are going to put it to
you greasy fingered M.E.'s. Just meet us in your territory !i.e. In front of the M.E.
Building) on March 30, 1979 at high noon, and lust see how the rope will slide through your
greasy hands .

c·

.. We Omega Chi Epsilon, exalted members of the most honorable and true engineering
discipline; We who practice the golden art of Chemical Engineering do hereby now summons, HKN, practicers of the black art of electrical engineering from their lowly corner
of this otherwise glorious campus in order to challenge them to a confrontation which
involves both momentum and mass transfer. This noble feat shall require the
participation of 10 members . (We can only hope that there are 10 electrical engineers who
are foolish enough to show their face on the same hallowed ground of competition with 10
exalted and honorable practitioners ofthe only true engineering art.) We choose to let the
lowly members of Eta Kappa Nu choose both the time and place of their forthcoming
defeat.
. . In order to keep these practitioners of the black art from fleeing Rolla (as the snakes
now are), We, the exalted members of Omega Chi Epsilon, will allow them to partake of
some freshly distilled elixir of life. We shall accept their contribution toward the
manufacturing cost incurred in the distillation of this golden elixir, after their conclusive
and shameful defeat. For the lowly, shameful, ignorant (need we go on) E. E.'s who
cannot understand, the simple engineering concepts discussed above we shall extract a
meaning which your minds may be able to comprehend. We challenge you to a softball
me for a
of beer.

£, s t e qJEWELRY
J~ci'J!r::l:~
715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

~otetl\8n
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HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

just a car you'D lilte.
Irs a caryou'Dl(J\1e.

1 HORSE BOOK SHOP
Used books, records & tapes
bought & sold
Fully equipped with air conditioning .

207 W. lIth Rolla, MO
1f2 block East of University Center Parking Lot

Under

$6000.00

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401
OlDS CUTlASS SUPREME COUPE

Buy Now-Poy After On The Job!

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
.

Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla , Mo .
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 p.m.
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A Ipha Omega Players

" Drunkard"
VisitsUMR
"The Drunkard" is probably
America's most enduringly
popular play. "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" might have been given
for a greater total of performances across the country
during the last half of the 19th
century, but it disappeared
between 1910 and 1915, while
from that time onward "The
Drunkard" has had a renewed
life of unparallelled popularity.
. The longest-running, continuously performed theatrical
production in the Englishspeaking theater is Agatha
Christie's
mystery-thriller,
"The Mousetr1\p." As of June,
1978, it had run for over twentyfive years and was continuing
the longest run for either a play
or musical in theatrical history.
Since its opening in London on
November 25, 1952, the play had
completed well over 11,000
performances before a combined audience of well over
4,000,000 - half the population
of greater London'
"The Drunkard, " which was
first presented in 1844, scored
an
American
record
for
longevity with 7,572 continuous
performances over the course
of 20 years at Hollywood's
Theatre Mart, from 1933 to 1953.
In 1953 it was switched, without
losing a perform ance, into a
revised musical version called
" The Wayward Way," which
continued for six years more for

a total of over 10,000 performances for the two versions.
The original authorship of
"The Drunkard" is attributed
to "W.H. Smith and a gent1eman." The play came into
existence when the proprietor
of the Boston Museum felt that
he might have 'a hit if lie
presented a play on the subject
that seemed to engross the
minds of many of his patronstemperance . He engaged a
"gentleman,"
perhaps
a
minister - possibly, according
to Hull, the novelist William
Makepeace Thackerays- to
write such a play, but the script
he received revealed only too
sadly the gentleman 's lack of
theatrical
experience.
His
script was thereupon turned
over to a Welshborn actor,
named William Henry Sedley,
who in 1843 revised it greatly
and used the name of William
Henry Sm ith for author's
credit.
" The Drunkard " received its
first performance at the Boston
Museum on Feb . 26, 1844, with
W.H .- Smith playing the title
role .
Many productions of many
versions followed . By 1850 there
were three productions running
simultaneously in New York,
the most successful of which
was that of the great showman,

Ediletters
IIII

"Engineer" Goofs
Dear Editor,
wish
to print some
corrections to my article in the
UMR Engineer in the hope that
I won't have to suffer for
someone else 's typo . As the next
edition of the Engineer will not
be published for a month or so,
it is necessary' to clear the air as
quickly as possible here.
The first correction involves
the transition from page 15 to 16
where some material got lost.
Dr. Wixson said : "Grants go to
people who have had grants .
This can be good and bad .'
People who follow grants are
people who have no clear
purpose of their own . There are
lots of traps . The offer of money
may end up doing you more
harm than good ." 1 most sin·
cerely apologize to Dr. Wixson
and all other faculty and
researchers on this campus who
were subjected to the misprint.
As far as I am concerned,
whoever left out the important

part of the quote already is
missing their bra iris.
The second correction concerns
the
Undergraduate
Research
Participation
Program, which has been run
here in the past, but will not be
run
here
this
summer.
Tlierefore interested students
should contact NSF for a list of
other schools currently running
the program . In addition , it is
possible that UMR may carry
the program in the summer of
1980, contact Dr. Sauer, ME
Dept. , for details.
1 admit one error, on page 18.
Most applications for grants to
companies
about
applied
research probably could get
funded . I intended to say basic
research .
Again , I apologize for these
errors, and I hope that that they
have not gotten in the way of the
actua l purposes of the article .
Sincerely yours,
Walter Lounsbery
Student ID No . 38357
(cont_ on PII, 7)

Alpha Omega Players will perform Wednesday, March 28,
atCentennial Hall-Free Admission
P.T. Barnum. It's popularity
was the lever that turned his socalled " moral lecture hall"
from a museum of freaks to a
genuine theatre, though he was
clever enough not to offend
prim Victorians by calling it a
theatre . It always remained a
"lecture
room"
in
a
" museum ."
Barnum died in 1891, but
" The Drunkard " rolled on in
countless productions around
the country until the end of the
century, when it rested until
the failure of prohibition and its
impending repeal brought it
back to life. It is dramatic irony
that the play which greatly
influenced the passage of the
Volstead Act and the 18th

amendment, now began to
proliferate as an outlet for
theatergoers ' jocularity .
The first of these new
twentieth
century
spOOfing
productions was at the Macdougal Street Playhouse in New
York on Dec. 30, 1929. This
turned out to be so much fun
that it prompted a similarly kidding production at the
University of Cali fornia at
Berkley a few months later, and
this led to a riotously-received
presentation
at
Carmel,
California in 1931, at the hands
of a man named Galt Bell. The
Carmel reception was so great
that it resulted in the longrunning production at the
Theater Mart in Hollywood,

beginning July 6,1933.
The repeal of prohibition and
the Hollywood success caused
Drunkard companies to spring
up with neon bar signs all over
the map. In 1934 Bell brought a
second company to Chicago for
the " Century of Progress" fair,
and two other Chicago companies performed that summer.
Many of the productions that
came into being within the next
dozen years were in ba r s as a
quasi floor-show, accompanied
by rounds of pretzels and beer.
And now comes the latest
version by Raymond Hull,
which promises to be am ong the
most successful of all adaptations .

~SSSSSS~3: :SS33:;ss.sssssssss...~

UMR Hits Pay Dirt

Dirt Band Concert
By Linda Marie
The crowd was tense. The
auditorium packed. The Band
appeared. What followed was
the best concert that SUB has
held for several years.
The group was none other
than THE DIRT BAND. They
have changed a bit since their
last appearance here at UMR.
They have changed three of the
members and added a new
dimension of sounds to their
allready great one. That new
sound can be attributed to AI
Garth (strings-n-horns), Muel
Begante (drums) and Richard
Hathaway (bassist) .
I ne lldlJU ,(arled off their
concert with
"Wild Nights",
"Honky .Talking " and " In For
the Night". As the butterfly
slowly and surely burst forth
from its cacoon - the glory of
the Dirt Band poured forth.
That glory was seen in the
golden oldies like, "Harvest
Ball", "Way Dow." Town

Fooling
Around",
"White
Russia", "Mr. Bo Jangles" and
"Rocky Top Tennesee" .

with Fadden and Hanna to add
a new touch to the vocal
arrangement of the band.

Jeff Hanna (vocals, guitars-npercussion) , Jimmie Fadden
(vocals,
accoustic
guitar,
harmonica-n-percussion) and
John Mcguen (fiddle, banjO
pedal steel, accoustic guitar,
mandolin, dobro, lap slide
guitar and more) are the three
founders and the backbone of
the band.
With the addition of Garth
came some great possibilities.
John McEuen - long time
master of the fildle could pass
on some of his expertise to new
comer Garth and vice a versa .

The Dirt Band attempted to
end their concert with a fantastic version of " 1814", but it
w o,s not to be, as they came
back for two encores.

Garth has a background in
classical violin, McEuen has a
background
in
bluegrass.
Together they combine to add
new pieces to the Band's
repertoire.
The sparkling c1ear-n-crisp
voice of Hathoway and the more
mellow voice of AJ Garth joined

The first encore consisted of
an old gospel tune - "May the
Circle Be Unbroken." All of the
Band 's members took a turn at
being the leader for this piece.
Even before the Band was off
stage, the applause demanded
more.
The band did indeed come
back. They literally drove the
crowd wild with their golden
oldie - " Diggy Di Hi, Diggy Di
Low" Even though the audience
wanted more - the band did not
reappear. Even so, the concert
was the best in recent years and
the SUB deserves alot of credit
for cutting down on the number
of non-UMR people wbo attended the concert.
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Black Culture Week
Dear Editor,
In honor of the upcoming
A.B.S. Black Culture Week
(March 23-31), I would like to
take
this opportunity
to
acknowledge the success of the
Association for Black Students
over the past years and the
advancement
of
black
organizations at UMR.
The Association for Black
Students was chartered the
spring semester of 1969 'by the
combined efforts of UMR
students and members of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, Inc. Since
its beginning the A.B.S. has
sponsored many social and
charitable functions including
the Annual Black Culture Week
celebration.
Other black organizations
that· work with the A.B .S. are
the
Minority
Engineering
Program and the National
Society of Black Engineers. The
MEP
offers
scholarships,
tutoring and counseling to
minority students. The NSBE,
although presently i!1active,
allows
black
engineering
students to work together to
overcome obstacles they may
face.
The first black fraternity on
campus was Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. Alpha Phi
Alpha has been and continues to
be a successful social and
service organization. A continuously growing organization,
Alpha Phi Alpha recently

,
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Ernest Banks, Joseph Crayton,
Nelson Mentor, Ronald Dorn,
and Ullyses Hollimon, all of
whom I commend for their
accomplishments.
Two other black fraternities
have brothers on campus. They
ar e Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc. and Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity,
Inc.
Although
neither has established a
chapter at UMR both are
rapidly growing and are
show ing the advancement of
blacks on campus. As of last
Saturday, Kappa Alpha Psi has
grown by ten members. These
neophytes are Eric Henderson,
Claude
Petersor.,
Kenneth
Morgan,
Morris
Harvey,
Simmon Johnson, Larry Askew ,
Gregory
Parker,
Michael
Wyatt, Ernest Jones, and
Robert Estill. Under an unusual
and difficult pledge situation
these
men
perservered to
reach a goal for which I am
very proud.

Blacks at UMR have come a
long way and have overcome
many obstacles. On behalf of
the Association for Black
Students, I invite the students
and faculty of UMR, and · the
community to support Black
Culture Week and to observe
the accomplishments of Blacks
at UMR and everywhere.
Ms. Renee Miller
ABS Social Committee
Chairperson

New at Dairy
Queen Braz~er
Singles
Open Daily From
10 a.m.-ll p.m.

Reg. U.S. Pal 011 ..
AM O.Q:;::,'Po(g.<;::;ighl 1979

75~

$1.35
Triples $1.75

Doubles

'
' '''

As you probably noticed there
was no "Groundwaves" in the
last issue of the "Miner." The
reason is because it is sitting at
home on my desk. The fact that
you are reading this is proof
that my memory has returned.
Of course if you are not reading
this then I either forgot to turn it
in again or you just don't read
the column.
In any case we have hundreds
of millions of brand new
bumper stickers. They are
white with blue printing and are
quite a lot better than the old
orange ones we had last year.
You can drop by any time
during the regular business
hours (9-5) and pick some up.

They are absolutely free. While
you're by for your bumper
stickers ask about the KMNR
Frisbees. They're blue with the
KMNR logo on the top and they
fly beautifully. So for only one
dollar you can pretend you're a
Humanities major.
In upcoming events you will
hear "Armed Forces" by Elvis
Costello tonight on DerangedSliver at 9 p.m. Then, the next
thing listed on our calendar is
Bobby Blue and B.B. King on
BFR Sunday at 8 p.m. That will
be followed at midnight by
"Animation"
from
Cedar
Walton on "Changes." Monday
at midnight the Rolling Bozo

.
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Revue will feature "Mirage" by
Camel. On Tuesday Jim Howe
will bring · one hour of the
Allman Brothers your way at 11
p.m. To close off the week Uncle
Dave will come your way on
Wednesday from 3 til 6 with the
"Bluegrass Variety Show" and
he will feature an album by the
unknown artist at 4 p.m. At 8
p.m. "Off the Beaten Track"
will have an interview with Tom
Petty and finally the Official
Ward Silver will feature "SI·ep
Dirt" by Frank Zappa on
"Improvisations" at midnight.
The end of the school year is
rapidly approaching so RUN
AWAY!!!
J.R.

"WIN-A-JOB" CONTEST!
Official Rules - No Purchase Required
1. On this official emry blank. o r on a plain .v'x ';i" piece of paper.
hand -print your name. address . zip code and the name of
the school you are currently en rolled in. plus your idea for a
caption for the Gahan Wilson cartoon shown.
2. You may enter as often as you wish. but each entry must
be different and mailed separately. to: WIN ·A·JOB Comes!.
P.O. Box 2229. Westbury. New York. 11591. All entries
must be received by April 15. 1979.
3. Grand Prize is a two ·month summer imernship (july and
August. 1979) at the closest branch !cot ion of Dancer F it7.~era!d
Sample Advertising Agency tothe winner's home. (Los Angeles.
New York . San Francisco). Award includes a salary of $1.000
per month. plus round -trip air t ransportation to the Agency,
plus the origi nal cartoon featured in the contest. Other prizes
include : (IO) Panasonic AM/ FM radio and cassette player and
recorder. (100) signed deluxe reproduction prints of the Gahan
Wilson drawin~. and (500 ) "Powered by Oly" T-Shirts.
4. The temporary internship is sub ject to a ll rules,
practices a nd discret iona ry decisio ns of the e mployer.
No regu lar or perma nent e mployment of tenure is
offe red in conjunction w ith the contest.

5. judging will be conducted under the supervision of
National judging Instit ute, Inc. , an independent judging
organization. whose decisions are final. judging
will be on the basis of: Originality- nove l or interest ing
presentation (0-50 points); Aptness - fitting to
ca rtoon theme (0· 20 points); Humorous Appeal- amusing

or comical (0- 30 po int s). Winners wi ll be se lected by
a nationall y· known ca rtoo ni st. fr om sem i-fina lists c hosen
by Nat ional judg ing Inst itu te. Inc. All prizes will be
awarded a nd w inne rs notified by ma il.
6. No entry will be returned or acknowledged. In the case
of ties. duplicate pri7.cs will be awarded. Only one prize to an
inclividual . Winners may be required to execute an affidavit
of eligibi lity and release. All ent ries become the properly of
Olympia Brewing Company. and constitute permission
to <.'<iil. adapt. modify. publish and otherwise use. in any way it
sees fit. entries received: without furl he r consideration
or payme nt to (he contestants.
7 . Cont est is open to all U.S. residents who are o f legal age 10
purchase beer in the ir stat es of sc hool reside nce and
w ho are cu rrently enrolled as full-t ime college graduate
o r underg radua te students, except employees and
their families of Olympia Brew ing Compa ny. its advertising
agencies and Don jagoda Associates , Inc. In the event
G rand Prize winner is under 21,an affidavit of release wi ll be
required from a parent or lega l guardian. liability for
taxes is the respo nsibility of each w inner. Void in California,
Colorado. Flo rida, Kentucky, Michigan, Texas, Utah
and w herever else gra nting of priz.es is t axed, prohibited or
.
restricted by law.
8. For a Ii's! of major winners. send a stamped. self-addressed
envelope to: WIN-A· JOB Winners Lis!. P.O. Box 2376.
Westbury. New York. 11591.

More Burger Than Bun!

If you're thinking about a technical position after graduation,
think about this. How many companies can offer you a nuclear
submarine to operate? The answer is none. Equipment like
this is available only in the Navy.
The Navy operates over h a lf the nuclea r reacto r s in
America. So our training is the most comprehensive.
As a commissioned Nuclear Propulsion Officer who has successfully completed a year of nuclear t ra ining, you'll receive
a $3,000 bonus. Plus a top sa lary a nd responsibility for
advanced technical equipment.
If you're majoring in engineering, math or the physical sciences, find out about the Nuclear Navy. Contact:
Lt. Jesse Trice, Dept. of the Navy, 210 N. 12th St., St. Louis, MO 63101.
(314) 268·2505. Call collect, station·to·stati on.

"

"

NAME ___________________________ "WIN -A-JOB"
ADDRESS _________________________

CITY____________________________

SEND TO: _______________________

CONTEST

@rk~~~~

NAVY OFFICER. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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During
the
course
of
semesters past, UMR students
have seen countless numbers of
booze raffle tickets pass before
their eyes and have had a
comparable number of winning
chances slip through their
fingers. The chances of winning
this particular raffle aren't by
any means any better, but the
prize sure beats the hell out of
booze.
The "prize" awarded for this
raffle stands 5'· 10" , weighs 125
pounds, has brown eyes.

FOR SALE : 1976 Granada, A· I condilion, am·fm stereo radio, a·
c, automatic, etc . 341·3521.
FOR SALE: 1975 Dodge pickup 4·wd, 318 cu . in ., 4 spd ., p.s., p.b.,
am·fm, 37,000 mi. Call 34t-4978, ask for Alan . $3,400.00.
HAIRCUTS $2.00. Call Whimpy al Alpha Phi Alpha, 364·9968.

shoulder·length blonde hair and
will be in the running for Miss
Idaho this coming June.
Currently a farm girl and
holding the title of Miss
a
Pocatello, Debbie Cox is
finance
major
at
Idaho.
University, and the National
Royal Duchess of the In·
tercollegiate Knights.
"So what's the occasion?"
You might ask. The occasion is
the Intercollegiate Knights'
1979 national convention, to be
held during the week of April 2·

..............................
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Due to the recent widespread
overdoses of everything, SU B
has nothing this week to offer to
those on campus who still have
brain cells. The Dirt Band
concert was a big success, but
the actual financial figures
won't be available until next
week.
The Recreation committee
will be showing "Dirty Harry"
this Sunday, March 25, at 4 and
6:30 in Centennial Hall, free .

6, and the evening on which she
will be accompanied by our
lucky winner is Friday, April 6,
at what is called the Royal Ball.
The Royal Ball is the big dance
that marks the close of the
convention precedings, and will
be held at the Manor Inn
starting at 8:00 p.m.
"Get back to the prize," you
might be saying. Okay . Debbie
Cox
enjoys snow skiing,
swimming, tennis, sewing,
cooking, and plays several
different musical instruments
including the guitar, piano and
saxophone. She is currently
employed part·time at her
neighborhood Pizza Hut.
May you be informed that the
raffle guarantees one evening
and one evening only with the
lovely Miss Cox. Any farther
engagements are to be left to
the discretion of the winner and
the prize '{ we can't do
EVERYTHING!) However, let
it be known that she IS fairly
enthusiastic about the whole
affair, as she was quoted, " I
certainly consent to being the
prize ... it sounds like fun! " All I
can say to that is, use your own
judgment and 'act accordingly.
Tickets may be obtained for a
donation from any I.K. member
in the near future, so look for
future details. Don't let THIS
raffle slip through YOUR
fingers.

The Alpha·Omega Players
will present a play entitled
"The Drunkard" on March 28 at
8 p.m. in Centennial Hall,
brought to you by the Fine Arts
committee. Also free.
The Social committee has
rescheduled the Dave Rudolph
coffeehouse for May 4, due to
the Ford lecture on the· 29th of
March.
Good night, and have a
pleasant tomorrow .

WANTED : Several thousand UMR students for a wild and crazy
post·SI. Pat's beer bust Thursday, March 22. Free beer starts
flowing at 9:00 p.m. at Sigma Tau Gamma,S Fraternity Dr. All
those,not willing to have the best time of their life need not apply .
WANTED: One (and·or) two girls to share expenses of aparl·
ment with other female student for t979·1980 school year. Rent $95·
month, 2 blocks from campus.
Call 364·6242 after 5:00 p.m.
WHOLESALE NEW CARS : Before you put money down for
your dream car, check this oul. UMR student works with an auto
broker that can get most American and foreign cars, trucks,
jeeps, and vans at substantial discounts. For a free quote and
additional details, call Larry Peck at 364·2314 . This is a legal setup
and serious inquiries only, please .
1969 CHRYSLER New Yorker, maroon with white vinyl top.
New tires, all around, power steering, power brakes, many extras,
must sell . $750. Also girl 's IO-speed bike. 364· 1758.
CLASSIFIED : Congratulations neophytes of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc ., Kenneth, Morris, Eric, Claude, Ernest, Simmon,
Greg, Mike, Robert, Larry, and the Mitzou 4. Luv , Renee, Sheila ,
Pam 'N Donna .
CLASSIFIED : Happy birthday Wa yne Hogue. From R.S.P.D .
CLASSIFIED : Congratulations Joe, Nelson, Ernie, Moon,
Ron , Alpha Phi Alpha Neophytes. From R.S,P.D .

~nd

HOUSE FOR SUMMER : Across from Student Union 3·bedroom,
kitchen facilities, partially furnished, 1108 Rolla . Call 364·1875.
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STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

$285 ~

n

U

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
[ Foro: Plaza Shopping Center
Rotla'~Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily

7 .Days a Week

The Attic Lounge wilt be
presenting live, on stage,
Coalkltcben this
Thursday
through
Saturday
nights.
Coalkitchen, a Champaign,
Illinois, based group wilt per·
form from 9 pm tilt 1 am on
March 22,23, & 24. This group is
one .of the more exceptional to
appear at The Atti c Loun ge.
Their list of credits is a
long' one, including concert
appearances with Clim ax Blues
Band, Starcastle, Jethro Tull,
Head East, Wild Cherry, The
Spinners and the Brecker
The
Brecker
Brothers.
Brothers played horns on on

-
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SOMETHING IS
WAITING FOR YOU
OUT IN THE DARK

their first album Tblrsty or not
L__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===:::::=:.-.!:J CbOQse
Flavor, which is
r ______________________..,out on Your
Full Moon Records , a
division of Epic. They are
already at work on the songs for
their second album, performing
a number !Jf new songs live and
ROllA . MISSOURI 65401 364·1058 hoping to get into the studio
soon.

THE ATTIC LOUNGE

1000 PINE STREET

Monday-Closed
Tuesday-Talent Night & Foosball
Wednesday-Bluegrass Night
The Low Water Bridge Bond

Thursday-ladies' Night
Special things for the ladies all night . Donee to LIVE "Rock and Roll" '

sounds of the midwest's top bands .

'.~ . Ff~du·T.GJ.F. Party

.

':"

.• -

364·5f31 Open 9-9

.

Hop~ Hour 4::9 p.lT,l; .~iv, rock end roll ent-ertoinment 9. to 1.

'J
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\

' ;

;~. ~

}'!'(~5t ~~~(.1' To~orro~ i5~Sundby

Make a point of dropping by
The Attic Lounge this Thur·
sday, Friday, or Saturday, and
check out this group of artist on
their way up. It may be your
last chance to see them in
small club setting. The lyrics
one of Coalkitchens new
pretty .lItuch sums up the
feelillllS ;- "I'm gonna
and y8lt lji 1M 911 glad 'to>be
betcha ...
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St. Pat's J979
. . Here it is St. Pat's '79 in 'pictures. Going clockwise, starting at the top left: St. Pat and
crew arrive on the railroad car, the Sig Ep Float entry, Sf. Pat's queen Laura Tyron from
Lambda Chi Alpha, the Sig Tau non·float entry that took 1st place and helped them win the
overall participation trophy, a perfect display of trying to beat a baseball bat into the
ground, a-scene from the Theta Tau Casino night, the 1st place Beta Sig float, John Eash's
"St. Pat" novelty beard that won him 1st place, and in the middle of the page is the
manure spreader, minus St. Pat who is probably out kissing one of the girls. (Photos by
Seck, Murphy, and Struttman)

359 Days
to the
Best

St. Pat's
Everl

9
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Miners Open '79 Campaign
--.:B::'YL.G:::=ER:::R:..:Y~SC=H::.N:..:I.::.TZL=E:::R:.:....._ walking 3 striking out 4 giving
up 2. rllns on 6 hits. This
The Miner Baseball team loss to Harding put the Miners
began the 1979 season on March at 1 and 1.
8 at Searcy, Arkansas, playing
a double header with Harding
The Miner baseballers next
University. The Miners split the went to the University of
doubleheader, winning the first Arkansas-Monticello for their
5-4 and dropping the second 2-5. second doubleheader of the
The winning pitcher for the season. The Miners swept the
first game was Walters who two games, winning the first 7-2
gave up 4 runs on 5 hits In 7 and the second 3-1.
innings of work. Walters
walked 8 while' striking out 8.
The winning pitcher in game 1
Grantham (CF) werit 2 for 4 was Nower. He struck out 2
with 1 RBI and Runge (lB) was while walking 3 in 7 innings of
2 for 2 in the game.
work, givingup 2 runs on 4 hits.
In the second game of the Good performances featured
doubleheader the Miners came Grantham (CF) who was 2 for 4
up with only 2 runs in 7 innings with 3 RBI's; Soper wo was 2 for
of play to lose to Harding 5-2. 4; and Holman who also went 2
The losing pitcher for the for 4 with 1 RBI. Flth was 1 for 2
Miners was Shipley. Shipley with 1 RBI. Grantham had a
worked 4 2-3 innings, giving up 5 double while Eiffert had a
runs on 7 hits, striking out 5 and stolen base.
walking 4. The winning pitcher
for Harding University was
In the second game of the
Claussen who worked 5 innings, doulbleheader the Miners again

prevailed, winning 3-1. The
winning pitcher for the Miners
was Feldmap : the loser for the .
University of Ark-Monticello
was Chambers. Both pitchers
went the distance, Feldman
giving up 1 run on 3 hits,
walking 6 and striking out 5.
Chambers gave up 3 runs on 7
hits, walking and striking out 2.
Grantham was 2 for 4 with 1
RBI; Eiffert (28) was 1 for 3
with 1 RBI; Filty (LF) was 2 for
2 with 1 RBI. The Miners turned
one double play in the game.
The Miners overall record is
now 3 wins and 1 loss. Mike
Bennet has returned at third
base this year and is the top
returning hitter, second In
the nation in doubles last year.
So far this year Grantham has
had the hot bat and is 7 for 15 in
the first 4 games.
The batting order for the first

few games has been fairly
consistent In the first four
spots: Grantham (CFJ, Eiffert
(2B), Hampton (3B), and
Runge (lB), with Bennet (3B)
also batting third.
An overview of errors committed shows the Miners with 2
in game one - Holman (I) ,
Bennett (1); 3 in game two Hampton (2),
Wagner (I); 2
In game three - Hampton (I),
Nower (I); and 1 in game four
- Wagner.
.
In game one against Harding
the Miners jumped on top In the
first inning with 2 runs, adding 1
in the fourth and 1 in the fifth.
Harding tied the game In the
sixth at 4 but the Miners scored
1 in the seventh to win 5-4.
In the second game against
Harding the Miners scored 1 in
the first and 1 in the second and
Harding did likewise. The game
remained knotted at 2 apiece

until Harding added one more
in the fifth and two in the sixth
to ice the game 5-2.
In the first game of two with
the University of ArkansasMonticello' the Miners scored
three times In the second Inning
and twice in both the fourth
and sixth Innings. Arkansas
scored just one run In the first
and one in the seventh to lose to
the Miners 7-2.
The second game with
Arkansas was closer. The
Miners scored once In the
second, third, and seventh innings, Arkansas scoring once in
the fifth : final score 3-1.
So far Calvin Hom and Rick
Fureman have not played this
season. They are good looking
baseball players who have just
recently
finished
their
basketball season and will be
playing soon for the baseball
Miners.

MIAA Basketball Review
MIAA Release
---~~~~=!::---CAPE GIRARDEAU - The
curtain has come down and the
dust is beginning to settle on the
1978-79 edition of Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association basketball.
The pre-season prediction by
MIAA coaches that the conference would be balanced in
1978-79 proved to be right on
target.
Six of the seven member
schools posted winning records
with only the University of
Missouri-Rolla coming up on
the short side of .500.
A three-way battle for first
place honors in the conference
was still going strong up to the
next to the last game of the
season.
Northeast Missouri State, a
team picked to finish second by
a pre-season coaches poll,
finally hauled in the number

one spot with a conference
mark of 9-3 and ·an over,,11
record of 20-6.
The Bulldogs earned an
automatic berth in the NCAA
Division II regionals only to
drop two in a row. Number four
seed Rollings College of Winter
Park,
Fla., stopped the 'Dogs
97-88 in overtime and conference runner-up Southeast
Missouri State nipped them 8682 in the consolation game.
A new MIAA season record
for team field goal percentage
and a tougher mental attitude
helped
Southeast
Missouri
State's Indians fashion a 19-9
record overall and a 7-5 slate in
MIAA action. The Tribe's
conference record was good for
a second place tie with the Blue
Tigers of Lincoln University.
Head Coach Carroll Williams
and his crew advanced to the
regionals on the strength of the
second place finish and a 2-0

Miner Baseball Schedule
March 20

Missouri University Columbia

2:00 p.m.

March 27

Lincoln University Rolla

2:00P·m.

March 29

Central Mo. State Rolla

2:00 p.m.

March 31

Missouri Valley Rolla

J :OOp .m.

April4

Evangel

1:00 p.m.

April7

SEMO+ Springfield

·2: 00p .m.

April 8

Pittsburgh U Rolla

l :OOp .m.

AprillO

Evangel College Roll a

J :OOp .m.

Aprill2

Maryville Coll ege SI. Louis

2: 00 p.m.

Aprill4

SMSl] Springfield

2:00 p.m.

Aprill7
Aprill9

Lincoln V Jeff City

2:00.p.m

Central Mo. State Warrensburg

2:00 p.m.

April 24

Washinglon U Rolla

2: 00 p.m.

April 28

SEMO+ Cape Girardeau
SWMO+ Rolla

2:00p .m.
2: 00 p.m.

MayS

College

Springifeld

record against the Blue Tigers 1960-61), and free throws atduring the 1978-79 campaign .
in regular season competition.
tempted in one season with 237
The number three seeded (old mark of 226 was set by Don The old record of 1007 was set
Indians finished as predicted by Anielak ' (SWMSU) back in by Central Missouri State's
Mules during the 1973-74 season.
bowing to eventual winner 1973-74).
Southeast Missouri State
Nicholls
State 98-75
and
Diminutive senior guard nudged out Central Missouri
defeating Northeast Missouri Randy Towe of Southwest
State
in a shooting contest to see
State 86-82 in the consolation Missouri State postted new
which team was the most acround.
season bests for assists in one
Northwest Missouri State campaign with 241 and average curate from the field. SEMO
University finished the cam- assists per game w.ith 8.8. Towe State's Indians came out on top
paign with a 15-11 overall had set both of the previous by connection on .519 of their
record by winning all 15 of their marks during the 1977-78 two-point attempts, a new
conference record . The Indians,
home court contests. Ironically, season.
who set the old standard of .499
1he Bearcats dropped all 11 of
Northeast Missouri State's last season, were hard pressed
their road games. Head Coach high powered offense set a new
by the Mules who finished the
Larry Holley's team checked in standard for field goals scored season at .516 from the field.
at 6-6 in the MIAA, just one win in one season by tallvin/! 1033
shy of a tie for second place.
Both Central Missouri State
and Southwest Missouri State
completed their schedule with
5-7 marks against conference
competition.
Southwest Missouri State's
Bears put together hot streaks
at the beginning and the end of
the .season but faltered woefully
at midseason. Strong defense
and the outstanding play of
junior colege transfer Mike
Rbbinson resulted in an overall
mark of 16-10, including a win
over
NAIA power Drury
College.
A potent offense fueled by the
conference 's number one scorer
and high marks for field goal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,;,..,;..;.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
accuracy both were contributing factors 10 Central
Missouri's 14·13 mark overall.
Coach Billy Key and his
some
Miners
experienced
problems early in the season
but came on strong 10 finish the
year with a 9-15 record overall
and a 3-9 mark ,<Igainst conference foes .
A total of six MIAA season - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - records were set during the
tively in the NCAA Division II
This week 's Athlete of the championships.
course of the year .
This
meet
Sophomore scoring machine Week is the senior captain of the marks the height as well as the
Bill
Fennelly
of Central UMR Swimming Team, Dick end of his college competitive
Missouri State established new Erickson . Dick this past swimming year . Few people
conference records for free weekend set two lifetime best have what it takes to do what
throws made in one season times in his even Is the 100 and Dick has done and even fewer
with 199 (old mark was 184 by 200 backstroke. In doing so he
have the guts to use it.
Carl Riller of SEMSl' back in placed fifth and tenth respecCongratulations Dick.

M-Club

A thlete Of The Week
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Kickers Lose Heartbreaker To Mizzou
By JOE KELLETT
The UMR Soccer Team
dropped a heartbreaking 1-0
decision to Mizzou this past
weekend . UMR battled the
Tigers right down to the wire,
but with less than two minutes
to play Mizzou salvaged a
victory with a controversial
goal. As the score indicates it
was a very evenly matched
game with Mizzou's powerful
offense countered by UMR 's
scrappy aefense. It took con·
troversy and exhaustion to
finally break the UMR defense.
UMR had to ' go with a
makeshift defense that did an
outstanding job of holding off
Mizzou, the defense '¥IIS
comprised of regulars Joe

Kellett and Kevin Doyle along
with two players, Steve Svatik
and Mark Buncher, Coach Pat
Becker had switched to fullback
for the game. The lack of ex perience together hurt the UMR
defense. Several times the UMC
fowards found themselves with
only
UMR
goalie
Mark
. Sullentrop between them and
the goal, but each time
Sullentrop rose to the occasion.
Sullentrop robbed UMC twice in
the first half. The first time
deflecting a pOint blank shot
WIde of the net and on a second
breakaway the big goalie went
head first to steal the ball off the
foot of a startled Mizzou striker
Sullentrop. was equally im:
presslve In the ~econd half
mftIly tipping a chip shot over

MIAA Football
MIAA Release

----==.!..!!=.!!!!:!'-----JEFFERSON CITY A
proposal by Southwest Missouri
State University to increase the
number of football scholarships
available to Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association schools from the
current level of 35 to 45 was
defeated by a 4-3 vote at a
special M IAA meeting held
Tuesday, March 6, in Jefferson
City.
The issue of increasing
scholarsh ips was discussed at
an earlier conference meeting
but was tabled pending a
decision by the NCAA regarding the number of football
scholarships
available
to
Division II schools.
The NCAA recently lowered
the number of grants available
to Division II schools from 60 to
the new standard of 45 .
Support
for
Southwest
Missouri State's proposal came
from Northeast Missouri State
University andd Northwest
Missouri State University .
Opposition votes were cast by
Central
Missouri
State
University, Lincoln University ,
Southeast
Missouri
State
University, and the University
of Missouri-Rolla .
Discussion concerning conference expansion resulted in a

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rollo

the cross bar and making an
incredible di ving save on a shot
headed for the corner.
The only way Sullentrop could
be beaten was by a collision in
which he found himself on the
ground. The play started with
the UMC winl!er crossinl! the
ball in front of the net.
Sullentrop along with back
Kevin Doyle went for the ball.

Doyle with the UMC foward on
hIs back was forced into a
collision with Sullentrop. The
Mlzzou forward emerged with
the ball and rolled it into an
open net.
UMR was not without offense.
The best opportunity to score
came In the first half. Bob
Summers picked up a loose ball
at midfield and drove by two
M 1ZZ0U defenders. From just

outside of the penalty area
Summers npped a shot that
sailed past a beaten UMC
coal tender just over the
c:ossbar. So even though UMR
dId not score they did generate
some offense to keep the game
exciting.
This ends the spring season.
The Soccer Club would like to
thank all those who supported
the team and we hope to see you
next fall.

Bussard MVP In MIAA
mention accolades for the
second consecutive time. This
was the first year Woodall
KIRKSVILLE, Mo. - Senior
guard Terry Bussard !Olney, . Maddox and Winslow captured
III.) is the first Northeast all-conference recol!nition.
Missouri
State
basketball
Bussard averaged 17.2 points,
performer to be named the
7.4 assIsts and was a vital
Most Valuable Player in the
playmaker and floor leader for
Missouri
Intercollegiate
the MIAA champion Bulldogs,
Athletic Association since the
who wrote a 20-8 ledger, were
award was revived in the early
seventh in the final Division II
1970's.
national poll, and partiCipated
In the NCAA Division II South
The.5-11 Bussard and NMSU's
Central Regional at the conother team captain , 6-6 senior
clusion of the regular season.
Ved Green
(Mt.
forward
He became NMSU's all-time
Clemens, Mich .l , were chosen
career scoring pace-setter with
to the first all-conference team
1,382 pOints and set new career
by league coaches Saturday in
school and MIAA records for
Springfield. Green was the only
assists with 582. Bussard was
repeater from the 1977-78
fourth this season in conference
mythical squad . Bussard's
point prodUction, and first in
selection as MVP marked the
free-throw accuracy with .866.
fifth successive season that
MIAA RELEASE

decision to notify Evangel
College of Springfield, Mo., that
the school would be removed
from consideration for inclusion
in the MIAA . The decision was
based on the gelleral feeling
that the league should be made
up of state supported schools.
Springfield, Mo., based Southwest Missouri State opposed the
decision.
Further discussion of league
expansion included an invitation to appropriate officials
from
Missouri
Southern,
distinction went to back liner.
Missouri
Western,
the
Green,
third ' in league
University of Missouri-Kansas Bussard was an honorable
scorIng, averaged 17.7 pOints to
City, and the University of mention all-loop pick the past
lead his club in that departMissouri-St. Louis to meet wih- two campaigns .
ment. He grabbed rebounds at
with
'conference
athletic
an 8.3 clip, and rewrote the
directors to discuss possibilities
Other Bulldogs landing on the
school standard for Single
of the schools joining the all-conference list were 6-6
campaign field goals with 226.
MIAA's seven member in- sophomore
center
David
stitutions.
Winslow (East St. Louis, 111.The
first
step
in
the Public) , 6-5 senior forward Matt
Earlier, Green was tapped for
discussion process is likely to Maddox (Kirksville) , 6-1 senior
the Division II All-Region team
and Bussard landed on the
take place at the state meeting guard Bill Woodall (Monmouth
of athletic directors held an- Ill.) and 6-5 senior forward
second unit. They are second
nually each summer.
and fourth, respectively , on the
The next scheduled con - Mark Sanders (Hannibal), all
Bulldog all-time single season
ference meeting is set for the honorable mention choices .
scoring charts .
Irfi.rs.t.s.a.tu.r.d.a.Y.in_D.e.ce.m_be.r•._ _.s.a.n.d.er.s_.re.c.e.iv.e.d_.ho.n.o.r.ab.l~e_ _W_in.S~lo.w~a~v~e~ra:g~e~d~I~2~
. O~p~o~in;ts

A_ Fert'Uj Ctucoe RwcW

and was the third leading r.UAA
rebounder with a 9.9 figure . He
was given a starting assignment in early December, and
this helped solidify the Bulldog
lineup, according to Coach
Willard Sims.
Maddox carried 8.0 scoring
and 6.9 rebounding averages in
1978-79 while Woodall owned 6.2
scoring and 5.1 assist averages.
Sanders sparked the 'Dogs as a
top reserve this winter, coming
off the bench against Central
Missouri State in January to
pump in 24 points. He averaged
6.6 pOints for the season .
Besides Bussard and Green
other members of the first all:
league team were 6-7 junior
forward Mike Robinson from
Southwest Missouri State, 6-4
sophomore forward Bill Fennelly from Central Missouri
State and 6-3 sophomore
wingman Robert Woodland
from Lincoln University .
r- .... - - - - - - - - - - -I
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I Bet

You
Didn't
Know
Brought to you by
Jim Wood, C.LU.

I

H ere s a true sto r y abo ut w ha t

I
I

Ihappen e d one day to the gr e a t I
Igolfer Bo bby Jo nes - and . thi s is 01
Is to ry that i llu strat es th e rea ll
Im~o,~ing o f the w ord "spo rt s ma n- ,
fh, p . Jones w a s play ing in th e l
IN o tional Op e n o f 192 5 at
W o r cest er . Hi s ball went i n to th e

l

Iro ugh . and th e n a ccide ntl y moved I
Ivery s li g htl y when Jo ne 's cl ubl
Ito uched a ne a rby blad e o f g ro ss . I
IRep o rt e rs lat e r s a id t hotl
INOBODY sow th e boll move . !
,J o nes . h o w e v e r , ask e d that h e be l
,pe nali zed a s tr o ke. Eve ryo n e
tri e d to talk him out o f ta k ing the '
I p en alt y b ec au se n o o n e so w th e l
Iboll move . 8uI Jo nes insisted . and l
los it t urn ed o ut , t h a t st ro k e cos t1

Canoe Capital of the O7alks

for canoe reservations write:

364·7428

Ih im

t he tit l e t ha t year . Someone

I

Ilate r a sked Jones w hy he d done I
I it. He sa id . "Tha t's the on ly way tO I

I plo ~ ~~e g om e " . Is there a better I
deh nl t lon o f sp rtsmons h ip thon
I thot ?
1
I
I

REY - = = ==-

SPORT
shop

I What was the longest f'ght an'l
Mos t bOXing records ,
I s how tha t the longest glo ve fight t

I record?

I ever was between Andy Bowen ,
I an d Joc k Bu rk e in N ew O rleans in I

WE'RE NOT JUST
YOUR PIZZA PLACE

Under New Management

PRINTED SPORTSWEAR
SPORTI NG GOODS CLUB SHI RTS
FRAT. WEAR TEAM UNIFORMS

Rolla. MO

364·5495

n e ith e r

It in ue .

I

II

man

co uld

ca n. '

...

~~t you didn 't know there 's a

I million

TRY US!

DON GIBSON, C.L.U.

364·5386

lz
~ $1.00

OFF any 13" or \6"

I

Expires March 28 , 1979

PIZZA BUCK

I

I

I

dollors out there woitingl
for you. There ore 13 .6 chances I
out of 100 you ' ll be too sick or
hurt to collect $250 000 of it! In · I
itl See...
I

got
a_
feeling
you
gonna
like
us"
_ _"We've
__ _ _
__
_ CO UP
O 'Nre
__
___
__
____ _

u

1003 Pine

I w hen

We're also your Lasagna, Spaghetti,
Pasatelli, Salad and Sandwich Place

look To Us For Shoes:

CONVERSE BROOKS NIKE
NEWBALANCE

II B93 . Th ei r bo u t la sted 110
,ro und s , or 7 ' ho u rs a n d 19 1
m in ut es! It e nd ed a s a draw l

.
z

pizza. ~
u

I

I ____________ COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J

JIM WOOD, C.L.U.

364·B888
COllEGE LIFE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey Building
8th & Rolla Streets

